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GETTING CORN-FUSED: THE GMO CORN
CONNECTION TO 'I CAN'T EVEN' GOOGLE

SEARCHES IN MICHIGAN
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In this corny yet kernel of truth-seeking study, we examine the relationship between the use of 
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in corn grown in Michigan and Google searches for the 
phrase "I can't even." Utilizing data from the USDA and Google Trends, we planted the seed of this 
investigation and found a surprising and humorous connection. Our analysis revealed a remarkably 
high correlation coefficient of 0.9181824 and statistical significance with p < 0.01 for the period 
spanning from 2004 to 2023. It appears that there is indeed a corn-nection (pun intended) between 
the cultivation of GMO corn and individuals' exasperation as manifested through their internet 
searches. This study unveils the comical yet thought-provoking association, raising questions about 
the potential impact of GMOs on human sentiment and expression. Join us in this ear-resistible 
journey through the corn fields of correlation and causation, sprinkled with a-maize-ing research 
findings and a hint of dad humor. As a corny aside, it seems that the GMO corn may be "ear-
resistible" not only in the agricultural sense, but also in tapping into collective exasperation. This 
research not only kernels the interest of scholars and readers alike but also pops the question: could 
GMO corn be a-maize-ing stress relievers after all?

The  interplay  between  genetically
modified organisms (GMOs) in agriculture
and  their  potential  impact  on  human
behavior  and  sentiment  has  been  a
subject of growing interest and debate in
recent years. With the prevalence of GMO
usage in crop production, particularly in
the  cultivation  of  corn,  attention  has
turned  to  exploring  the  broader
implications  of  GMOs  beyond  their
intended  agricultural  benefits.  In  this
context,  our  investigation  emerges,
shedding  light  on  the  curiously
captivating  correlation  between  GMO
corn and the expression of  exasperation
as observed through Google searches for
the phrase "I can't even." 

As  the  saying  goes,  “Why was the  corn
feeling  lonely?  Because  it  was  a  little
husk-pressed!” Nevertheless,  despite the

humorous backdrop of our research, the
implications of our findings may prove to
be  no  laughing  matter.  The  potential
influence  of  GMOs  on  human  emotions
and  behaviors  is  a  matter  deserving  of
thorough examination,  which we set out
to address in this study.

Our  journey  into  the  cornfields  of
research  was  initiated  by  a  curiosity  as
stirring  as  a  kernel  on  a  hot  stove  -  a
curiosity that eventually led us to uncover
a  surprising  correlation.  Our  research
aims  to  not  only  present  the  statistical
association between GMO corn cultivation
and the "I  can't  even" internet searches
but  also  to  provide  a  deeper
understanding  of  the  factors  underlying
this intriguing relationship.

In  line  with  the  nature  of  our
investigation,  we  recognize  the
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significance of addressing this topic in a
manner that is both scientifically rigorous
and entertaining. Integrating quantitative
analysis  with  a  touch  of  levity,  we
endeavor to bring to light the unexpected
and  amusing  aspects  of  our  findings,
contributing to the scholarly discourse in
a  manner  that  is  both  engaging  and
insightful.

As  we  delve  into  the  heart  of  our
investigation,  it  becomes  apparent  that
there  is  more  to  GMO corn than  meets
the eye – or the ear, for that matter. From
a  statistical  standpoint,  our  findings
reveal  a  strikingly  high  correlation
coefficient  along  with  robust  statistical
significance,  inviting  further  exploration
into the potential  implications for public
sentiment and well-being.

Should you be wondering "What did one
ear of corn say to the other ear of corn?
Don't  look  now,  but  I  think  someone  is
stalking  us"  -  you  are  not  alone.  This
lighthearted  side  to  our  research,
however,  should  not  overshadow  the
serious  implications  and  thought-
provoking  questions  that  arise  from the
intriguing relationship we have unveiled.
Join us as we peel back the husk of this
curious  correlation  and  sift  through  the
kernels of insight it  offers,  all  the while
keeping an ‘ear’  out  for  the unexpected
twists and turns that come with exploring
the  intersection  of  GMOs  and  human
expression.

LITERATURE REVIEW

As  we  embark  on  this  journey  into  the
peculiar  yet  captivating  correlation
between GMO corn and the expression of
exasperation as observed through Google
searches for the phrase "I can't even," it
is essential to ground our investigation in
the  existing  literature  and  research
findings in this domain. In "Smith et al.'s
study,  it  was  found  that  GMO  corn
cultivation exhibited a notable impact on
agricultural  productivity  and  pest
resistance,  providing  valuable  insights
into the potential  benefits  of  genetically

modified crops in the agricultural sector,"
which  sets  the  stage  for  further
exploration  into  the  unintended
consequences  and  implications  of  GMO
usage.

Furthermore,  Doe  and  Jones  (20XX)
highlight  the  economic  implications  of
GMO  corn  cultivation,  emphasizing  its
influence  on  market  prices  and  trade
dynamics  within  the  agricultural  sector.
"In their work, it was demonstrated that
GMO  corn  cultivation  has  reshaped  the
landscape  of  corn  production,
contributing  to  shifts  in  supply  and
demand dynamics," shedding light on the
multifaceted  impact  of  GMOs  beyond
their immediate agricultural effects.

However,  as  we  move  from  the  serious
research  into  more  light-hearted
exploration, we turn our attention to non-
fiction  books  that  offer  insight  into  the
world  of  corn,  agriculture,  and  human
behavior.  "The  Omnivore's  Dilemma"  by
Michael  Pollan  provides  an  in-depth
exploration  of  modern  agricultural
practices,  while  "Fast  Food  Nation"  by
Eric  Schlosser  delves  into  the  broader
societal  implications  of  food  production,
offering  valuable  context  for  our
investigation. 

From  the  realm  of  fiction,  "The  Corn
Maiden and Other Nightmares" by Joyce
Carol  Oates  captivates  readers  with  its
captivating  and  unsettling  stories,
perhaps  drawing  parallels  to  the
unexpected and thought-provoking nature
of our research findings. In a similar vein,
"Children of  the Corn"  by Stephen King
introduces  a  fictional  world  where  corn
fields  become  a  source  of  horror  and
intrigue,  mirroring  the  surprising  twists
and turns that emerge from our study.

Additionally, the animated series "Corn &
Peg"  brings  a  playful  and  charming
portrayal of two spirited and enterprising
young  horses,  resonating  with  the
lighthearted  yet  diligent  approach  we
have taken in unraveling the mysteries of
GMO  corn  and  internet  searches.
Furthermore,  the  timeless  animated
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classic  "Peppa  Pig"  reminds  us  to
approach  our  research  with  a  sense  of
humor and curiosity, inviting us to ponder
the  unexpected  connections  that  may
arise  from  seemingly  unrelated
phenomena.

In  summary,  our  exploration  into  the
connection between GMO corn cultivation
and  Google  searches  for  "I  can't  even"
transcends  the  boundaries  of
conventional  research,  offering  a  kernel
of humor and insight into the fascinating
interplay  between  agricultural  practices
and  human  expression.  Join  us  as  we
navigate  this  uncharted  territory,
equipped with statistical rigor and a dash
of  whimsy,  in  unraveling  the  enigmatic
relationship  between  GMO  corn  and
collective  exasperation.  And  remember,
when  it  comes  to  our  research,  there's
always "mays" to the madness!

METHODOLOGY

To explore the corny correlation between
GMO  corn  and  "I  can't  even"  Google
searches,  we designed a  methodological
framework as robust and captivating as a
summer  corn  maze.  Our  investigation
spanned the years 2004 to 2023, during
which  we  meticulously  harvested  data
from  the  USDA's  National  Agricultural
Statistics  Service  and  Google  Trends.
With  kernels  of  data  in  hand,  we
proceeded to  analyze  and scrutinize  the
relationship with the precision of a farmer
selecting the choicest  ears  of  corn from
the field.

The  first  step  of  our  analysis  involved
extracting annual data on the production
and prevalence of GMO corn in the state
of  Michigan.  This  information  was
gleaned from reports issued by the USDA,
providing  us  with  a  comprehensive
understanding  of  the  extent  to  which
GMO  corn  had  taken  root  in  the  state
over  the  years.  Much  like  a  farmer
tending  to  their  crop,  we  nurtured  this
data, ensuring that it flourished under the
watchful eye of statistical scrutiny.

Turning  our  attention  to  the  realm  of
internet  searches,  we  tapped  into  the
bountiful yield of Google Trends to track
the frequency of searches for the phrase
"I can't even" originating from the state of
Michigan.  This  rich  harvest  of  digital
expressions of exasperation served as the
raw  material  for  our  investigation,
allowing us to glean insights into the ebb
and flow of exasperated sentiments across
the years. 

In a pun-derful twist, our data collection
process mirrored the process of  tending
to  a  cornfield  –  carefully  gathering
insights  from  the  fertile  soil  of  the
internet,  analogous  to  tilling  the  digital
landscape for hidden kernels of truth. Just
as  a  farmer  might  rely  on  the  ever-
changing weather patterns to guide their
decisions,  we  navigated  the  fluctuations
in search trends to sow the seeds of our
analysis,  hoping  to  reap  a  harvest  of
meaningful statistical associations.

With these two sets of data in hand, we
employed  a  comprehensive  array  of
statistical  techniques  to  plough  through
the  soil  of  our  findings.  Our  analysis
included time series modeling to discern
temporal patterns and trends, as well as
sophisticated  regression  methods  to
unearth  the  nuanced  relationship
between  GMO  corn  cultivation  and  the
frequency of "I can't even" searches. The
rigorous  nature  of  our  statistical
approach ensured that our findings were
as robust as a stalk of corn standing tall
amidst the winds of statistical uncertainty.

As  a  lighthearted  nod  to  the  whimsical
nature of our investigation, we sought to
infuse our methodological approach with
a  touch  of  humor,  aiming  to  make  the
scholarly process as engaging as a corny
joke  around  the  dinner  table.  Just  as  a
sprinkle of salt adds flavor to a dish, the
inclusion  of  humorous  asides  and  puns
injected  an  element  of  levity  into  the
otherwise  weighty  world  of  statistical
analysis, reminding us that even the most
complex research can benefit from a dash
of lightheartedness. 
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Our  methodology,  much  like  an  ear  of
corn, may appear simple on the surface,
but  beneath  lies  a  complex  interplay  of
methodological  techniques  and  data-
driven  insights,  laboriously  husked  and
scrutinized  to  ensure  the  highest
standards of statistical rigor.

RESULTS

The analysis  of  the data  concerning  the
relationship  between  the  use  of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in
corn  grown  in  Michigan  and  Google
searches  for  the  phrase  "I  can't  even"
unveiled  a  remarkably  high  correlation
coefficient  of  0.9181824  and  statistical
significance with p < 0.01 for the period
spanning  from  2004  to  2023.  This
correlation was further supported by the
r-squared value of  0.8430588,  indicating
that approximately 84% of the variation in
"I can't even" searches could be explained
by the variation in GMO corn use.

The  scatterplot  (Fig.  1)  graphically
depicts  the  strong  positive  correlation
between  GMO  corn  usage  and  the
frequency of Google searches for "I can't
even." It is both aesthetically pleasing and
statistically significant,  which is quite a-
maize-ing, to say the least!

Our findings not only kernel the interest
of researchers and readers but also pop
the question of whether GMO corn could
indeed  be  a-maize-ing  stress  relievers.
This  presents  a  cornundrum of  whether
GMO corn's influence reaches beyond the
agricultural  fields  into  the  realm  of
human sentiment and expression.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

In  summary,  our  study  uncovers  a
compelling  and  unexpectedly  comical
association,  shedding  light  on  the
potential impact of GMO corn on human
emotion  and  communication.  It
tantalizingly  beckons  further  research
into  the  mechanisms  underlying  this
correlation and serves as a testament to
the  multifaceted  nature  of  the  interplay
between  agricultural  practices  and
human behavior.

As  Albert  Einstein  once  said,  "The  only
thing that interferes with my learning is
my education." And in the same train of
thought,  who  would  have  known  that
GMO  corn's  education  might  extend
beyond  farming  to  influence  human
emotional  expression?  It  seems  there's
much to learn from the fields of corn and
the queries of Google searches.

Additionally,  it  encourages  scholars  to
approach research with an open mind and
a  willingness  to  explore  unexpected
phenomena, much like stumbling upon a
corny  joke  in  the  midst  of  a  serious
academic paper.

DISCUSSION

The findings of our study present a-maize-
ing  insight  into  the  seemingly
unconventional  and  quirky  connection
between the  use  of  genetically  modified
organisms  (GMOs)  in  corn  grown  in
Michigan  and  Google  searches  for  the
phrase  "I  can't  even."  Our  results
substantially  corroborate  the  existing
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research by elucidating a remarkably high
correlation  coefficient  of  0.9181824  and
statistical significance with p < 0.01 over
the  period  from  2004  to  2023,  which
supports  the  prior  research  suggesting
the influence of GMO corn on agricultural
productivity,  market  dynamics,  and
potentially  human  sentiment  and
expression.

The robust  correlation uncovered in our
investigation  not  only  pops  the
cornundrum  of  unexpected  associations
but also echoes the musings of previous
scholars.  As  Smith  et  al.  (20XX)
demonstrated  the  impact  of  GMO  corn
cultivation  on  agricultural  productivity,
our findings extend this understanding to
unveil an unforeseen kernel of truth – the
potential  influence  of  GMO  corn  on
human  emotional  expression.  This
revelation affirms the multifaceted nature
of GMO usage and its impact on various
aspects  of  human  life,  heralding  a  new
ear-a in the understanding of agricultural
technology's potential ramifications.

It's worth recalling that as we delved into
non-fiction and fictional works related to
agriculture  and  human  behavior  in  our
literature  review,  particularly  the
whimsical  "Corn  &  Peg"  and  the
captivating yet unsettling stories in "The
Corn Maiden and Other Nightmares," our
study has embraced both the serious and
lighthearted  aspects  of  research.  This
multidimensional  approach  has  allowed
us  to  uncover  a  correlation  that  is  as
intriguing as uncovering a corny dad joke
at an academic conference.

Our  findings  present  a  cornucopia  of
possibilities  for  future  research,  inviting
scholars  to  ponder  the  unexpected
connections  that  may  arise  from
seemingly  unrelated  phenomena.  This  is
reminiscent of the surprise and delight of
stumbling upon a clever dad joke in the
midst  of  a  serious  academic  paper.  The
unexpected hilarity and profound insight
that  stem from our  research underscore
the importance of  approaching scientific
inquiry  with  both  rigor  and  a  touch  of
whimsy,  much  like  finding  a  corny  pun

nestled  within  a  serious  discussion  of
GMO corn and Google searches.

In conclusion, our study opens an ear-ily
captivating  window  into  the  world  of
GMO  corn  and  collective  exasperation,
leaving  scholars  and  readers  alike
pondering  the  a-maize-ing  interplay
between  agricultural  practices  and
human communication.  It  is  a  reminder
that  in  the  often-stern  domain  of
academic research, there is always room
for  a-maize-ing  discoveries  and  a  well-
placed chuckle or two. For as the ancient
proverb  goes,  "Where  there's  a-maize-
ment,  there's  room  for  discovery  and
laughter."

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our research has unearthed
a  kernel  of  truth  in  the  form  of  a
remarkably high correlation between the
use  of  genetically  modified  organisms
(GMOs)  in  corn  grown in  Michigan  and
Google  searches  for  the  phrase  "I  can't
even."  This  unexpectedly  comical
association, with a correlation coefficient
of  0.9181824  and  robust  statistical
significance (p < 0.01), certainly pops the
question  of  whether  GMO  corn  could
indeed be a stress reliever, or perhaps a
stress inducer, for individuals partaking in
internet  searches.  It  seems  that  GMO
corn  may  have  an  ear-resistible  allure
that  extends  beyond  the  fields,  tapping
into  the  collective  exasperation  of
internet users.

It's as if the GMO corn is saying, "I really
can't  even  with  these  search  queries
anymore!"

As much as we've enjoyed navigating the
cornfields  of  correlation  and  causation,
it's clear that further research in this area
may perhaps run the risk of becoming a-
maize-ingly  corny.  Therefore,  we  assert
that no more research is needed in this
area. After all, as they say, "Why did the
scarecrow win an award? Because he was
outstanding in his field!"
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